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Abstract
Although it can promote effector T cell function, the summative effect of interleukin-10 (IL-10) in the
tumor microenvironment (TME) appears to be suppressive; therefore, blocking this critical regulatory
cytokine has therapeutic potential to enhance antitumor immune function. As macrophages e�ciently
localize to the TME, we hypothesized that they could be used as a delivery vehicle for drugs designed to
block this pathway. To test our hypothesis, we created and evaluated genetically engineered
macrophages (GEMs) that produce an IL-10-blocking antibody (aIL-10). Healthy donor human peripheral
blood mononuclear cells were differentiated and transduced with a novel lentivirus (LV) encoding BT-063,
a humanized aIL-10 antibody. The e�cacy of aIL-10 GEMs was assessed in human gastrointestinal
tumor slice culture models developed from resected specimens of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
primary tumors and colorectal cancer liver metastases. LV transduction led to sustained production of BT-
063 by aIL-10 GEMs for at least 21 days. Transduction did not alter GEM phenotype as evaluated by �ow
cytometry, but IL-10 GEMs produced measurable quantities of BT-063 in the TME that was associated
with an approximately 5-fold higher rate of tumor cell apoptosis than control.

Introduction
Pharmacologic modulation of the tumor immune microenvironment (TME) has heralded a new era in
cancer therapy. Cancer immunotherapies, particularly immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI), have improved
survival in a subset of patients with certain advanced cancers (1–4). However, the e�cacy of these
immunotherapies is limited in many gastrointestinal cancers, including microsatellite-stable colorectal
cancer (CRC) and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA) (5–9).

Interleukin-10 (IL-10) is a critical regulatory cytokine with both suppressive and activating effects on
immune cells, primarily macrophages and T cells (10–12). Consequently, the role of IL-10 in the TME is
complex, with reports describing both protumor and antitumor function, depending on context (13–18).
Previous work from our group demonstrated that neutralizing IL-10 with monoclonal antibodies in human
CRC liver metastasis (CRLM) slice cultures enhances intratumoral immune function and increases tumor
cell death (19). A current barrier to application of this potential therapy to patients with advanced solid
tumors stems from the challenge of delivering adequate concentrations of blocking antibodies to the
TME without inducing systemic autoimmunity.

Macrophages have a great propensity to migrate to the TME. Therefore, the modi�cation and adoptive
transfer of macrophages may address this drug delivery challenge (20–23). Genetically engineered
macrophages (GEMs) have been developed to deliver therapeutic payloads to activate immune responses
and have shown promise in preclinical studies and clinical trials (20, 24–26). An attractive feature of
adoptive macrophage therapy includes the use of monocyte populations discarded during the
development of more widely used T cell therapies.
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Our group previously developed a primary macrophage engineering platform using a novel lentiviral
packaging system to develop GEMs (24, 25, 27). The objective of the present study was to develop a GEM
that produces an IL-10-blocking antibody and to test its effects in the TME. We found that lentiviral
transduction of macrophages led to the sustained production of the anti-IL-10 antibody and was
associated with an approximately 5-fold increase in tumor cell apoptosis over control.

Methods

Developing genetically engineering macrophages
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from healthy donors using a Lymphoprep
(Stemcell Technologies, 04-03-9391/01) gradient in SepMate-50 tubes (Stemcell Technologies, 85450).
Isolated PBMCs were frozen in fetal bovine serum (FBS; Peak, PS-FB1) + 10% DMSO (Sigma, D2650).
When needed, PBMCs were thawed using standard methods, and monocytes were isolated using CD14
positive selection beads (Stemcell Technologies, 1785) and differentiated in culture with RPMI (Gibco,
22400) + 10% FBS + 10 ng/mL GM-CSF (R&D, 215-GM). After 6 days in culture, fully differentiated
macrophages were lifted with 0.25% Trypsin (Gibco, 25200) and replated at a density of 50,000–68,000
cells/cm2. The following day, macrophages were transduced with 500 CD19t lentiviral particles (LPs)/cell
for CD19t GEMs (control GEMs) or 1,000 BT-063:CD19t LPs/cell (aIL-10 GEMs). Seven days after
transduction, GEMs and control macrophages were lifted with 0.25% Trypsin and labeled with CFSE
(BioLegend, 423801) for use in vitro or in tumor slice culture.

BT-063 lentivirus development
The amino acid sequence of the variable regions of BT-063 was identi�ed in US patent US8956607B2.
This was combined with the human Heavy Chain gamma 1 constant region, and the Light Chain kappa
constant region as described in the patent (28). Signal peptides, order of chains, and processing sites
were designed as previously described (29). A truncated non-signaling CD19 (CD19t) sequence (generous
gift from Michael Jensen’s laboratory, Seattle Children’s Research Institute, Seattle, WA) was added to the
lentiviral vector as a transduction marker. Amino acids were codon optimized using IDT’s codon
optimization tool and sent to GeneArt (Regensburg, DE) for synthesis and cloning into our lentiviral
backbone epHIV7.2 at the NheI and NotI restriction sites, another generous gift from Michael Jensen’s
laboratory.

Flow cytometry
Cells were incubated with either human or mouse BD Fc Block (BD Biosciences) for 10 min at room
temperature, followed by antibody staining at 4°C for 20 min. Cells were �xed in 2% paraformaldehyde
and run on a BD LSRFortessa using the BD FACSDiva software. Antibody information is listed in
Supplemental Table 1.

RNA Isolation, qPCR and Nanostring
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500,000 GEMs were lysed in RLT + 10% BME and lysate was stored at -80oC. RNA was isolated from the
lysate using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, 74104). cDNA from isolated RNA was synthesized using
Superstand III First strand Kit (Thermo Fisher, 18080-051). Quantitative PCR was conducted using Power
SYPR Master Mix (Applied Bio, 4367659) with β-Actin as the control housekeeping gene. Samples were
analyzed using the nCounter PanCancer Immmune Pro�ling Panel (Nanostring, Cat. #XT-CSO-HIP1-12),
run on an nCounter Sprint Pro�ler, and data analyzed using the nSolver V.4.0 software (NanoString) and
Microsoft Excel. Primer information is outlined in Supplemental Table 2.

Protein quanti�cation
To quantify cytokines, BioRad’s Bio-Plex assays were used and run according to the manufacturer’s
instructions and run on a Bio-Plex 200 System (BioRad). To quantify BT-063 production from aIL-10
GEMs, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was developed. A standard ELISA plate was
coated with 2 ug/mL of recombinant human IL-10 (BioLegend, 571006). BT-063 and recombinant rat anti-
human IL-10 (for the standard curve) were added to the IL-10 coated plate. HRP-conjugated mouse anti-
rat IgG (Jackson IR, 212-0350168) was used to detect the rat anti-human IL-10 antibody and HRP-
conjugated rat anti-human IgG (Immuno Reagents, RbxHu-003-DHRPX) was used to detect BT-063. All
samples and standards were run in duplicate.

Tumor slice culture
Tumor slice culture is described in detail in separate reports (30–32). In brief, 6-mm tumor punch biopsies
were taken of surgical specimens within approximately 10 minutes of surgical resection using sterile
procedures. They were placed in Belzer UW Cold Storage solution on ice (Preservation Solutions, Inc), and
transported to an on-site laboratory for immediate processing. These 6-mm columns of tissue were
sectioned axially into 250-µm slices using a Vibratome (Leica Biosystems). Slices were placed atop a
permeable PTFE membrane with 0.4 µm pores (Millicell; MilliporeSigma) in 37°C media containing RPMI
1640 with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% GlutaMAX (Gibco), 1.134 g /l NaHCO3(Sigma), 14.5 mm
HEPES(Sigma), 20 mg/L L-cystine (Sigma), and 1% penicillin with streptomycin (32). The following day,
the exising cell culture media was removed and new culture media including either 20 µg/mL of an IL-10-
neutralizing monoclonal antibody ( IL-10; BioLegend), or 1 x 105 GEMs (CD19t or aIL-10 GEMs) were
added to the tumor slices. Media was replaced after 72 hours in culture with fresh drug-containing media
but no new GEMs were added. Tumor slices were �xed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin and
embedded in para�n for histology, placed in RNALater (Ambion) for downstream RNA analysis, or used
for live �uorescent imaging analysis.

Live �uorescent imaging of tumor slice culture
Confocal microscopy was used for quanti�cation of apoptosis in human tumor slices. Tumor slices were
removed from their culture wells and stained with anti-EpCAM-Alexa 647 mAb (Clone G8.8, BioLegend)
and SR-FLICA (ImmunoChemistry Technologies) reagents in slice culture media for 3 hours on a rocker in
a humidi�ed 37oC incubation chamber. Hoechst 33342 (ImmunoChemistry Technologies) was added to
each slice 15 minutes prior to confocal imaging. After staining, slices were transferred to µ-Slide 8 Well
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clear bottom imaging slides (Ibidi) containing fresh pre-warmed cell culture media and imaged using a
Leica SP8X confocal microscope with a 10X 0.4 NA dry objective. Excitation was provided by a tunable
White Light Laser (WLL) system (499 nm, 577 nm, and 653 nm excitations) and UV laser (405 nm) at
standard intensities. Three to four 20 uM z-stack series were obtained for each slice. Maximum intensity
projections were generated from acquired z-stacks and the images were randomized prior to analysis.
Hoechst+ EpCAM+ cells, Hoechst+EpCAM+SR-FLICA+ cells and GEMs (eGFP+ or CFSE+) were counted with
ImageJ software by an investigator blinded to experimental conditions.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Formalin-�xed para�n-embedded tumor slices were cut into 4 uM sections and placed on slides. Slides
were de-para�nized in xylene and rehydrated through graded ethanol followed by heat mediated antigen
retrieval using 10 mM Sodium Citrate Buffer (pH 6.0). IHC was performed via incubations with one
primary antibody followed by host-matched secondary polymer reagent and color substrate. Primary
antibodies used were as follows cleaved-Caspase-3 (CC3; #9661, Cell Signal Technologies) Secondary
reagents were ImmPress Rabbit HRP and Mouse HRP (Vector Laboratories). Color development was
performed using Quanto DAB brown (Fisher Scienti�c). Slides were counterstained with Harris
hematoxylin (Sigma) as appropriate, dehydrated and mounted. Images of stained slides were obtained
using Hamamatsu Nanozoomer whole slide scanner at the University of Washington Histology and
Imaging Core. Quanti�cation of IHC was not performed due to limitation in tissue for analysis.

Statistics
GraphPad Prism (version 9.0.0, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA, RRID:SCR_002798) was
used for statistical analysis. Continuous variables were expressed as medians and means and compared
by Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney test depending on distribution. One way-ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis
with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was performed for multiple comparisons depending on
distribution. In all cases, a p value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

Results

Transduced monocyte-derived macrophages maintain
production of BT-063
We developed lentiviruses (LVs) encoding CD19t alone (CD19t LV) and CD19t with BT-063 (BT-063:CD19t
LV), a humanized monoclonal antibody that blocks IL-10, to create CD19t and IL-10 GEMs, respectively
(Fig. 1A, 1B). In CD19t GEMS, transduction e�ciency was consistently high, with a mean CD19t surface
expression of 94.7% (SD 9.7%) (Fig. 2A). In IL-10 GEMs, transduction e�ciency was variable, with CD19t
surface expression ranging from 13–75%, with mean surface expression of 42% (SD 21.6%). In IL-10
GEMs, CD19t expression positively correlated with BT-063 supernatant concentration after 3 days in
tumor slice culture (Fig. 2B). Cultured IL-10 GEMs (100,000 cells/well) maintained production of BT-063
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above 10 ng/mL for at least 21 days, corresponding to 0.07 pg/cell (day 7), 0.08 pg/cell (day 14) and
0.05 pg/cell (day 21) over a 24-hour collection (Fig. 2C).

il-10 Gem Phenotype Is Not Altered By Transduction Or Exposure To
Bt-063
Macrophage IL-10 autocrine and paracrine signaling impacts functional programing of macrophages
through a STAT3-dependent mechanism, leading to broad transcriptional changes (33, 34). To minimize
the immunosuppressive function of GEMs and to limit IL-10 production, we differentiated GEMs with GM-
CSF (35, 36). Six days after transduction of these cells, we found no signi�cant difference in IL10
expression between CD19t or IL-10 and non-transduced macrophages (Supplemental Fig. 2).

To determine if lentiviral transduction altered macrophage phenotype, we compared cell surface marker
expression and gene expression among un-transduced macrophages (control), CD19t GEMs and IL-10
GEMs 7 days after transduction. After differentiation with GM-CSF and lentiviral transduction, no
signi�cant difference in the surface level expression of CD11b, CD274 (PD-L1), antigen presentation
molecules (HLA-DR), costimulatory ligands (CD40, CD80, CD86), or scavenger receptors (CD163, CD206,
CD209) was observed (Fig. 3). Similarly, no differences in gene expression was observed between CD19t
and IL-10 GEMs in comparison to un-transduced macrophages as assessed by Nanostring PanCancer
Immmune Pro�ling Panel (Supplemental Fig. 3).

il-10 Gems Increase Antitumor Activity In Human Tumor Slice
Cultures
To study the effects of IL-10 GEMs in the TME, we utilized human tumor slice cultures of PDA and
CRLM. In this model, freshly resected human tumors are sliced using a vibratome and cultured at an air-
liquid interface to maintain an intact intratumoral tissue architecture including immune, cancer and
supporting cell populations (30, 32, 37). This model enables examination and manipulation of the
complex human TME, while preserving the interpatient heterogeneity absent from most other
immunocompetent model systems.

CD19t or IL-10 GEMs were added to tumor slice cultures (100,000 GEMs per slice) derived from 5 unique
patients’ tumors (n = 3 CRLM, 2 PDA). After 3 days in culture, supernatant levels of IL-10 in the IL-10
GEM-treated groups ranged from 3.3–16.7 ng/mL, compared with undetectable levels in the CD19t GEM
group (Fig. 4A). As we have previously found (19), IL-10 mAb treatment decreased supernatant IL-10
from a mean of 6.95 pg/ml (SD ± 6.83pg/mL) in control groups to nearly undetectable levels in treated
groups. The mean IL-10 level in the IL-10 GEM treated group was 3.5 pg/ml (SD ± 1.70 pg/ml). No
decrease in supernatant IL-10 was observed after control CD19t GEM treatment, with mean IL-10 level of
13.69 pg/ml (SD ± 4.71 pg/ml) (Fig. 4B).
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We previously found that antibody blockade of IL-10 in the TME enhanced antitumor immune function in
CRLM and therefore postulated that in situ production of a neutralizing antibody would have similar
effects (19). To determine the effects of IL-10 GEM on antitumor activity, we performed live confocal
�uorescent microscopy on tumor slices and measured the percent of tumor cells which stained positive
for SR-FLICA, a �uorophore which labels activated caspases signifying cellular apoptosis (Fig. 5A, left;
quanti�ed in Fig. 5B). Overall, IL-10 neutralization with either IL-10 mAb or IL-10 GEMs increased the
frequency of apoptotic carcinoma cells (SR-FLICA+EPCAM+/EPCAM+) 4-fold (29.0 ± 13.7% in IL-10 mAb;
30.5 ± 18% in IL-10 GEMs) over the control group (7.0 ± 4.5% in IgG control; 16.4 ± 13.8% inCD19t GEMs).
Consistent with our prior �ndings with IL-10 antibody treatment in CRLM slice cultures, the response to
IL-10 blockade was seen in most, but not all, tumors (Fig. 5C).

Higher levels of apoptosis were observed on immunohistochemical staining for CC3 consistent with our
prior reports, however this could not be quanti�ed due to limited tissue availability (Fig. 5A, right). CD19t
GEMs alone did not lead to increased cell death compared to control (p = 0.31). Apart from IL-10
reduction in the presence of IL-10-neutralizing antibody, supernatant levels of critical signaling molecules
(IL-12, IFN-g, TNF-a and GM-CSF) were similar across treatment groups. (Supplemental Fig. 4).

Discussion
In this study, monocyte-derived human macrophages were reproducibly transduced with a novel lentivirus
to consistently produce measurable quantities of an IL-10-blocking antibody for up to 3 weeks post-
transduction. We con�rmed that IL-10 GEMs produced the antibody in slice culture, reduced IL-10
concentrations and induced tumor cell apoptosis in human tumor slice cultures.

The ability of IL-10 GEMs to increase tumor cell apoptosis in human slice cultures recapitulates and
extends work by our group and others demonstrating the antitumor activity of IL-10 blockade in the TME
(15, 16, 19). In our human tumor model, we observed a 4-fold increase in apoptosis after treatment with
IL-10 GEMs compared to control, with nearly 30% of tumor cells undergoing apoptosis compared to 7%

of cells in the antibody control group. Although IL-10 levels did not decrease to same extent after IL-10
GEM treatment compared to IL-10 mAb, the level of cell death observed was comparable. We
hypothesize that the anti-tumor effect of IL-10 GEMs may involve multiple immunologic mechanisms
beyond IL-10 neutralization alone, possibly through the provision of an enhanced pool of GM-CSF-
differentiated antigen-presenting cells to facilitate a T-cell dependent cytotoxic immune response. This is
supported by a non-statistically signi�cant increase in cell apoptosis observed with the GM-CSF
differentiated CD19t GEM treatment compared to control. Future work will seek to de�ne this relationship
further.

The role of IL-10 in solid tumors is not fully understood (11, 17, 18). Both administration of IL-10 and
blockade of IL-10 signaling have demonstrated e�cacy in limiting tumor growth in preclinical models (13,
15, 38). These con�icting �ndings suggest that function of IL-10 is cell- and context-dependent. There is
mounting evidence that intratumoral IL-10 orchestrates an immunosuppressive and pro-tumoral TME in
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solid tumors, providing a therapeutic rationale for blockade (10, 12, 14, 19, 39). Our group demonstrated
that blockade of IL-10 potentiates antitumor immune function in human colorectal cancer liver
metastases through an antigen presenting cell and T cell-dependent mechanism (19). Similarly, Shen et
al demonstrated that local blockade of IL-10 and CXCL12 has an anti-tumor effect through reduction of
MDSCs, M2-like macrophages and cells expressing PD-L1 (15). These mechanisms suggest that
sustained blockade of IL-10 may provide the necessary functional re-programming of immune cells
residing in or tra�cking into the TME. Therefore, adoptive transfer of GEMs, which preferentially tra�c to
the TME (25), may lead to sustained local antibody production and be superior to systemic
administration or other dosing strategies.

We modi�ed human macrophages with an HIV-1 lentiviral construct for adoptive transfer. Previous
attempts at HIV-1 lentiviral transduction of myeloid cells have failed due to myeloid cellular expression of
SAMHD1, a hydrolase that inhibits reverse transcription (40). Packaging of Vpx, an inhibitor of SAMHD1,
into the lentiviral capsid enables transduction of myeloid cells, enabling this form of transduction (27, 40,
41). Lentiviral modi�cation allows for stable, long-term expression of the transgene, thus reducing the
potential need for repeat dosing in the clinic and in this way may be superior to adenoviral transduction.
In our study, we successfully created a novel lentiviral construct housing BT-063 and observed reliable
transduction. Despite variable transduction e�ciency, which was likely related to size of the lentivirus, we
observed the production of αIL-10 humanized monoclonal antibody to be stable and therapeutically
e�cacious in our model. This study serves as a model for the development of other GEMs to deliver
speci�c therapeutic payloads.

There are several limitations to this study. The heterogeneity introduced by human samples impacted the
reproducibility of our �ndings. Of the �ve human tumors tested, there was moderate variability in e�cacy,
including one tumor (CRLM) in which IL-10 GEMs did not induce an antitumor effect. Based on our prior
study, this level of variability is expected and re�ects the inherent heterogeneity of response to therapies
seen in clinical care (19). Another limitation of the slice culture model results from our inability to assess
the ability of GEMs to tra�c to the tumor, which is an important feature to minimize off target toxicities
and warrants future study using animal models. Additionally, due to insu�cient tissue we were unable to
quantify CC3 immunohistochemical staining and only have quanti�ed apoptotic cell death data with the
SR-FLICA assay. However, our present results using IL-10 mAb as a positive control were consistent with
our prior �ndings from a study in which we con�rmed increased cell death by three orthogonal
approaches (19). We were unable to assess for durability and long-term function of GEMs, as slice culture
experiments are inherently limited in duration. Despite these limitations of the slice culture, we believe the
model is excellent for initial evaluation of novel technologies by providing an immunocompetent human
system that may more adequately re�ect the challenging realities of individual cancer treatment.

In conclusion, lentiviral modi�cation of human macrophages led to sustained production of an IL-10-
blocking antibody in vitro and was associated with dramatic increases in tumor cell apoptosis after
addition to the TME. Given these �ndings, adoptive transfer of IL-10 GEMs may serve as a monotherapy
or adjunctive therapy in the treatment of advanced solid malignancies, warranting ongoing translation.
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Figures

Figure 1

Lentiviral constructs A) CD19t GEM lentiviral construct. B) IL-10 GEM lentiviral construct. EF1αP - EF1-α
promoter; WPRE - woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element; VR – variable region.
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Figure 2

Monocyte-derived macrophages are e�ciently transduced and produce IL-10-neutralizing antibody (BT-
063) A) Fraction of total cells expressing CD19t in CD19t and IL-10 GEMs (symbols denote distinct
PBMC donors, n=8, line denotes mean, error bars indicate SD). B) Correlation of BT-063 supernatant
concentration after 3 days in tumor slice culture and %CD19t+ surface expression (symbols distinct
PBMC donors, n=5, line denotes standard linear regression). C) BT-063 supernatant concentration after
transduction with 1,000 LPs/cell BT-063:CD19t LV (line indicates mean). (**** denotes p<0.0001). Gating
strategy included in Supplemental Figure 1.
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Figure 3

IL-10 GEMs have similar phenotype to CD19t GEMs and non-transduced macrophages. Non-transduced
control macrophages, CD19t GEMs, and IL-10 GEMs were examined by multiparameter �ow cytometry
after 7 days in culture.
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Figure 4

IL-10 GEMs decrease IL-10 concentrations in tumor slice cultures. A) Supernatant quantities of IL-10
after 3 and 6 days in tumor slice culture (n = 4 patients’ tumors). B) Supernatant quantities of IL-10 after
3 days in tumor slice culture (n = 4 patients’ tumors). Symbols denote mean values of individual patients’
tumor samples tested with 3 biologic slice replicates per tumor. Bar represents mean of tumor samples.
Statistical signi�cance by paired t-test or ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons
correction was performed. * p <0.05. ** p < 0.01
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Figure 5

IL-10 GEMs increase tumor cell death in human tumor slice culture. A) Representative confocal
�uorescent images and immunohistochemical staining of cleaved caspase-3 in human CRLM tumor slice
after 6 days of treatment in slice culture. B) Percent of apoptotic EPCAM+ (SR-FLICA+EPCAM+/EPCAM+)
cells after treatment (n=5 patients, each symbol denotes one HPF with four HPF/tumor. Shaped symbols
represent distinct tumor slice experiment, bar denotes mean). C) Percent apoptotic EPCAM+ cells (SR-
FLICA+EPCAM+/EPCAM+) after each treatment observed in each patient’s tumor (each symbol denotes
one tumor. Line denotes mean, error bars denote standard deviation). Statistical signi�cance by ordinary
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons correction was performed. All pairwise comparisons
made with signi�cant �ndings denoted. * Denotes p<0.05, **** denotes p<.0001.
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